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HIGHLIGHTS

• Large portions are frequently blamed for the obesity epidemic.
• Evidence that extended exposure to large portions causes weight gain is scanty.
• Some epidemiological data argue against large portions as the cause.
• Other possible causes have equal or great cogency.
• We should be more cautious about blaming large portions for the obesity epidemic.

ABSTRACT

Large portion sizes are frequently blamed for the obesity epidemic. In this paper, we examine the culpability of large portion sizes. It is true that portion sizes have increased during the obesity epidemic, but there is as yet little evidence that exposure to large portions produces significant weight gain. Furthermore, some evidence argues against the role of large portions in the obesity epidemic. For instance, the epidemic is largely a matter of weight gain among the upper half of the population weight distribution, whereas large portions appear to have an indiscriminate effect on food intake. Factors other than the size of individual meals may well be responsible for a great deal of the observed population weight gain.
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1. Introduction

The portion-size effect (PSE) refers to the empirical observation that people tend to eat more when they are served larger portions. The PSE is not a mere artifact of people cleaning their plates and therefore necessarily eating more when there is initially more food on the plate. Reviews of the PSE have appeared in recent years [1–4], as have more speculative discussions of possible mechanisms underlying the PSE [5, 6]. With these overviews in hand, we may turn our attention to a question of greater interest to the public—namely, whether large portion sizes are responsible for the obesity epidemic.

1.1. Blaming large portions for the obesity epidemic

Excessive energy intake in response to increasing portion sizes has become a popular target to blame for the obesity epidemic. As Benton [1] notes, “it has become received wisdom that an increase in portion size has played a part in the raised incidence of obesity” (p. 988).

Certainly, large portion sizes are not the only target of anti-obesity crusaders; junk food, high-fructose corn syrup, increased sedentarity, and various other ills of modern society have all received their share of the blame [7]. Keith, Redden, Katzmarzyk et al. [8] and McAllister, Dhurandhar, Keith et al. [9] offer several other, more exotic candidate causes of or contributors to the epidemic, ranging from sleep deprivation to viruses, some of which might operate by increasing positive energy balance, but not necessarily by increasing intake. The most favored explanations involve what Keith et al. refer to as the “Big Two” (i.e., increased energy intake and decreased energy expenditure); and although there are several other plausible factors that might contribute to increased energy intake, large portion size is often identified as a prime culprit. Stroebe [10] asserts that “studies have demonstrated that...increased portion...size contribute[s] substantially to caloric intake and weight gain” (p. 91). Others are slightly more tentative, but statements such as “the proportion of people who are overweight has increased dramatically worldwide, partly due to increasing portion sizes of particularly energy dense foods” [11, p. 96] are ubiquitous in the literature.

Rolls often qualifies her indictment of large portion sizes, claiming that it is specifically energy-dense foods served in large portions that pose the problem: she refers to an “accumulating body of evidence that large portions of energy-dense foods are associated with increased energy intake and that this intake is contributing to the rising incidence of obesity” [12, p. 567; see also 3]. If people were to eat large portions of low-energy-dense food, the problem might be lessened or even reversed. The fact remains, however, that high-energy-dense food is popular and widely available. For some people it is a matter of economics, with people getting more caloric bang for the buck with high-energy-dense food, whereas for others it is simply a matter of palatability. Ultimately, for Rolls as for other commentators, the obesity epidemic is almost certainly a matter of people ingesting too many calories, with large portions promoting such overeating.

1.2. A more cautious approach to assigning blame

We accept Keith et al.’s [8] argument that for a particular candidate factor to be a plausible contributor to the obesity epidemic, it must satisfy two criteria: first, the factor must be shown to increase weight when applied in an experimental (i.e., non-confounded) context; and second, the factor must be shown to have increased in prevalence or power during the years—it is not until, since 1980—when obesity began to reach epidemic proportions. It is important to note that satisfying these criteria is necessary but not sufficient for establishing a given factor as a cause of the epidemic. Indeed, it is probably impossible to declare with certainty that a given cause has satisfied the criteria for sufficiency; in short, we can retain candidate causes but we cannot enshrine them as definite causes. If large portions do satisfy Keith et al.’s criteria, then large portions may be a plausible cause of the obesity epidemic; but other factors may also satisfy the criteria, leaving large portions as only one of a set of competing (or complementary) explanatory factors. We may consider another epidemic, say lung cancer in the late 20th century, which would appear to satisfy Keith et al.-type criteria. We can possibly pinpoint cigarette smoking as the cause, even while acknowledging that some non-smokers develop lung cancer. In the case of lung cancer, it may be possible to identify which risk factors are most prevalent among those with the disease; there is no absolute certainty, but there is converging evidence. Do we have equally useful data for the obesity epidemic? Let us begin by asking whether large portions satisfy the criteria.

2. Do large portions lead to weight gain?

The first criterion requires that large portions demonstrably increase weight when applied in a systematic fashion. Such demonstrations, it turns out, are difficult to find. Most of the many studies on the portion-size effect demonstrate that large portions increase intake over the course of a single meal (see [1–4] for reviews). On reflection, we must concede that eating a single large or oversize meal is unlikely to produce a detectable increase in weight. What are needed are studies of extended exposure to large portions in which the participants’ weight is tracked over time. Such studies are rare. Of course, studies of extended exposure are difficult to conduct and require resources not available to many researchers. The food industry does not have much incentive to sponsor such studies, unless such studies are expected to reveal that extended exposure to large portions does not lead to weight gain.

Some studies have measured the effects on food intake of extended exposure to large portions. Rolls, Roe, and Meengs [13 (2 days), 14 (11 days)] found that people maintain an increased intake when their exposure to large portions continues over days, but these studies did not measure changes in body weight, so they do not speak directly to our question. Jeffery, Rydell, Dunn et al. [15] exposed participants to a larger or smaller portion for four weeks (weekday lunches only, cross-over design) and found increased intake along with differential weight gain in the larger (0.64 kg) versus smaller (0.06 kg) condition, although this weight-gain difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.13). Kelly, Wallace, Robson et al. [16] exposed experimental participants to standard or large portions during all meals for four consecutive days in a crossover design. Participants ate more in the large-portions condition and gained a significant amount of weight (on average, about 0.75 kg) over the course of the four days. In the most ambitious study, French, Mitchell, Wolfson et al. [17] assigned participants to eat free box lunches (400, 800, or 1600 kcal) on weekdays for 6 months. The 1600 kcal condition led to greater weight gain (1.1 kg) than did the 400 or 800 kcal conditions (both – 0.1 kg); however, weight gain in the 1600 kcal condition was identical to the weight gain experienced by control participants who did not receive a free box lunch. Thus, French et al.’s data would appear to say more about the weight-control potential of moderate or small portions than about the weight-gain potential of large portions. Mattes [18] recently concluded that “there are no randomized controlled trials that would permit assignment of causality between long-term exposure to large portions and increments in body weight” (p. 112). Kelly et al., as we have seen, did find some evidence of weight gain in response to exposure to large portions over four days; but it is conceivable that with longer exposure to large portions, people would learn to compensate for the increased intake/weight and their intake/weight would stabilize. At this point, it would appear to be prudent to maintain some agnosticism regarding the effects of long-term exposure to large portions, given the paucity of hard data.

2.1. Have portions increased in size?

It is easier to adduce evidence for Keith et al.’s [8] second criterion—namely that the candidate cause has increased in prevalence or power over the course of the obesity epidemic. The inflation of portion sizes
over recent decades has been well documented. The 12-oz Coke that used to be “king-sized” in the 1950s\(^1\) is now “child-sized,” with the 20-oz bottle now standard in vending machines [19], and at a contemporary steakhouse it is relatively easy to order (if not pay for) a 24-oz steak, which is 8–12 times the USDA recommended serving for meat [20]. Young and Nestle [20] found that portions of many foods are both large in an absolute sense and larger than in the past, in some cases doubling or tripling or more in size. It is not unusual for a single item (e.g., a muffin or a soda) nowadays to exceed by 100% or more the “recommended serving size” listed in small print on the packaging [20].

That portion sizes have increased dramatically over the past 30 years has become a truism. For instance, Hill and Peters [7] bemoan “That portion sizes have increased dramatically over the past 30 years.” Montgomery Clift orders a large Coke for Donna Reed and she receives a glass of Coke containing perhaps 10 oz.\(^1\) A Pepsi jingle from the 1950s: “Pepsi Cola hits the spot, 12 full ounces, that’s a lot...” (Thanks to David Goldstein for this reminiscence.) In the film From Here to Eternity (1953), Montgomery Clift orders a large Coke for Donna Reed and she receives a glass of Coke containing perhaps 10 oz.

Of 1003 adults surveyed believe that portion sizes at restaurants have increased over the past 30 years” (p. 1169); these people must be unaware of the newspapers, or even more scandalously, the scientific literature. Further, Seiders and Petty [32] cite studies indicating that people underestimate the role of large portion sizes in promoting a positive energy balance. Rolls [33] cites surveys in which the vast majority of respondents report that “the type of food they eat is more important for weight management than the amount of food” (p. 46). Perhaps one reason (beyond value-for-money) that portions have expanded with so little resistance from the public is that the public focuses more on what to eat than on how much to eat.

2.2. Interim conclusions

With respect to Keith et al.’s criteria, the evidence is fairly strong that portions have increased in size during the years of the obesity epidemic. It is equally clear, however, that evidence supporting the proposition that exposure to large portions increases weight is very weak, if not absent altogether. In the words of Livingstone and Pourshahidi, “despite pervasive commercial trends toward large portions, there is surprisingly little compelling evidence that these are causally linked to obesity” [4, p. 831].

Given that both of the criteria must be satisfied in order for a candidate factor to be considered a plausible contributor to the obesity epidemic, we are forced to the conclusion that large portions do not (yet) qualify. Admittedly, there have been so few studies of the effects on weight of long-term exposure to large portions that we cannot rule out the possibility that as more evidence accumulates, the case may become stronger. At present, however, the case cannot be made. The most that can be said is that the required evidence is lacking. As much as we would like to see the data, it is not clear that well-conducted studies of long-term exposure to large portions are in the offing. Also, it is worth remembering that even if long-term-exposure studies led to both criteria being satisfied, we could conclude only that large portions provide one plausible candidate explanation among many for the obesity epidemic.

Fulfilling Keith et al.’s criteria is necessary but not sufficient.

3. Contrary evidence

It is possible that further research will provide support for the inclusion of large portions among the candidate causes of the obesity epidemic according to the Keith et al. criteria. The jury is still out. More problematic for those who would indict large portions is evidence that runs directly contrary to the notion that large portions are making people fat. We will now consider two types of data that suggest that those who blame large portions are pointing the finger in the wrong direction.

3.1. The epidemiology of the obesity epidemic and the PSE

One of the most intriguing aspects of the obesity epidemic is that it has not manifested as a “main effect.” That is, some groups of people have become much fatter whereas others have barely become fatter at all. Flegal and Troiano’s [34] data, from consecutive National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) administered repeatedly over time, indicate clearly that mean weight (adjusted for height) has increased much more than has median weight. In short, the preponderance of the gain in weight over time has been at the upper end of the distribution of initial weight. (Note: The NHANES surveys, administered at succeeding time intervals, are not within-subject measures, so it is not quite fair to say that the lighter people at earlier times gained less weight in succeeding measurement periods than did the heavier people. Still, it is fair to say that the proportion of the population that has become obese has not increased to the extent that most people assume. Rather, the heavier half of the population distribution has become much more overweight, whereas the lighter half has not.)

How is the epidemiological pattern of weight shifts relevant to the question of whether large portion sizes are responsible for the obesity epidemic?
might well operate to increase weight differentially among the already overweight and thereby accounts for the proposition that relatively small snacks are particularly unsuited to have increased in frequency or power during the time period of the obesity epidemic? Simply, if portion size is the culprit, then it should be the case that larger portion sizes have a stronger effect on overweight people than on normal-weight people. Such a differential effect would be consistent with the disproportionate increase in weight among people in the upper half of the weight distribution (i.e., the fat becoming fatter). The preponderance of experimental data, however, suggests that the portion-size effect (PSE) applies equally to normal-weight and overweight individuals. Most studies that bother to measure participants’ weight or BMI find no differences in the magnitude of the PSE as a function of these participant characteristics, in adults or in children. Many of these studies have been conducted by Rolls and her colleagues, who make a point of measuring BMI. In fact, a recent meta-analysis showed that overweight people are somewhat less responsive to increases in portion size than are normal-weight people. On balance, these data do not support the notion that the PSE applies differentially to the already-overweight and thereby accounts for the fat-getting-fatter pattern documented by Flegal and Troiano.

The experimental studies examining the PSE typically expose both heavier and lighter participants to the same (larger and smaller) portions. If we think of inflated portions as being imposed uniformly on the entire population, then such studies may be appropriate for answering the question of whether large portions have different effects on heavier and lighter people. It remains possible, however, that heavier and lighter people (in the real world) do not experience the same portion sizes (as they would in any well-designed lab or field experiment). What if heavier people differentially select large portions, as was found, for example, by Dodd, Birky, and Stalling? In that case, the PSE might well operate to increase weight differentially among the already overweight. There is some evidence suggesting that overweight people eat larger (or at least more calorically dense) portions than do normal-weight people, but that is not quite the same as evidence that overweight people select larger portions to begin with; and other research finds no difference between heavier and lighter participants in portions consumed of various foods (e.g., fruit). Brunstrom, Rogers, Pothis, Caltri, and Tapper found no association between BMI and portions typically consumed. These studies, unfortunately, assess how much people actually eat, whereas what we are looking for are data addressing the question of whether overweight people are more likely to order or serve themselves a larger portion in the first place, perhaps because a larger portion represents greater value-for-money in terms of calories per dollar? This question has not been adequately addressed. Or perhaps, even if the PSE applies equally to overweight and normal-weight people, overweight people are not as effective at dealing with the caloric consequences. Even if large portions result in the same increase in intake, it may be that overweight people are more sluggish metabolically or poorer at implementing compensatory behaviors (eating less on subsequent occasions or making efforts to expend more energy). Accounting for the epidemiological data, then, probably requires not only large portions but also physiological or and behavioral differences between the heavier and lighter segments of the population. In statistical terms, we are looking at an interaction, not a main effect.

3.2. Eating frequency

Focusing on large portions as the culprit may distract us from other possible contributors to the obesity epidemic. As was mentioned earlier, Keith et al. identified several other possible contributors to the epidemic (e.g., endocrine disruptors, smoking cessation, ambient temperature regulation). These factors have been shown to increase weight and to have increased in frequency or power during the time period of the epidemic, so they have at least as much potential explanatory merit as do large portion sizes. Another possibility is an increase in eating frequency. In an interesting analysis, Duffy and Popkin attempted, using large-scale food-intake data, to apportion changes in energy intake over time to three components: portion size (i.e., amount consumed on a given eating occasion); energy density (i.e., number of calories per unit of food consumed); and number of eating occasions. They concluded that portion size increased by 12% per eating occasion. It is important to note here that for Duffy and Popkin, “portion size” means amount consumed rather than amount served – we have been defining “portion size” as amount served or self-served – so we cannot determine from these data whether the serving sizes were larger. Energy density did not increase – in fact it declined by 2% – over time. Most surprising was the change in the number of eating occasions per day, which increased by 29%, from 3.8 to 4.9. It appears from this analysis that it is not so much that people are eating too much at a sitting as that they are eating too often! Eating more on a given occasion accounted for less than one-third of the increase in overall energy intake, whereas eating more often accounted for more than two-thirds of the effect. An earlier, similar analysis led Cutler, Gaeser, and Shapiro to conclude that “the increase in caloric intake is because of greater frequency of eating, not eating more at any one sitting” (p. 101). Mattes, in his review, concludes that greater ingestive frequency (especially more frequent snacks and especially if the snacks are not planned in advance of eating) is a greater contributor to the obesity epidemic than are large meals stemming from large portion sizes. Benton, who concurs, even provides physiological evidence supporting the proposition that relatively small snacks are particularly unsuited to promoting caloric compensation [see also]. These analyses certainly point to at least one factor other than large portion sizes that could be responsible for the obesity epidemic. “The finding that increased caloric intake is from more snacks rules out [the notion] that obesity is a result of increased portion sizes” (p. 101). Although this conclusion may go too far, Cutler et al. go further, suggesting that the differential increase in BMI for people initially above the BMI median (i.e., the Flegal & Troiano finding) reflects the particular susceptibility of heavier people, presumably in self-control, to the lure of readily available, convenient, no-preparation-required snacks. So even if overweight people do in fact eat more than do normal-weight people, it may be more a matter of eating more frequently than of larger meals and/or larger portions. Of course, there remains the distinct possibility that snacks have become not only more frequent but also larger and more highly caloric.

Before we rush to indict eating frequency as the cause of the obesity epidemic, we must remember that, as with large portions, some skepticism is in order. Although it may well be the case that the number of eating episodes per day has increased over the course of the obesity epidemic, we do not have any better data on the effects of increased meal frequency on weight gain than we have on the effects of increased portion size on weight gain. And let us not forget that even if increased meal frequency were to qualify according to Keith et al.’s criteria, that would not make increased meal frequency the leading candidate to explain the obesity epidemic. Increased meal frequency would simply be added to the lengthy list of viable candidates, which might still include large portions.

3.3. Further conclusions

The argument that portion size cannot be responsible for the obesity epidemic because both heavier and lighter people respond in the same way to larger portions but only heavier people have gained weight during the epidemic is admittedly convoluted. The related argument concerning whether heavier people select larger portions than do lighter people is short on conclusive data. Other data suggest that perhaps we should be pointing an accusing finger at eating frequency; the number of eating occasions per day has increased precipitously over the course of the obesity epidemic. Moreover, there may be reason to believe that this increase in eating frequency (and overall meal number) is differentially prevalent among the already-overweight insofar as
eating frequency is driven by the sensory allure of palatable foods [50]. Large portions are at best only one candidate cause among many for the obesity epidemic; and it would appear that actual evidence against large portions as the culprit is surprisingly weak. There is precious little evidence that extended exposure to large portions produces weight gain. This lack of evidence, of course, is not the same thing as the presence of evidence that extended exposure to large portions does not produce weight gain; it is simply a matter of assumptions ("extended exposure to large portions must produce weight gain") outrunning the data, which are at this point remarkably scanty. Other candidates, including (but not confined to) more frequent eating occasions, would appear to have at least as much explanatory merit as do large portions. At the very least, we recommend a more skeptical stance toward cavalier assertions that large portions are responsible for the obesity epidemic.
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